
MEDICA 2017 welcomes Soft Condoms as one
of their exhibitors

MEDICA 2017 – World Forum for Medicine, is the world’s leading trade fair for the medical industry,
which in this year it will be held in Düsseldorf, Germany. This forum is the largest medical trade fair
in the world and has attracted more than 5,100 exhibitors from 70 countries in 17 halls in 2016. It
gathers all medical professionals, innovators, and healthcare decision-maker to discuss and present
the entire spectrum of innovations for outpatient and clinical care. Soft Condoms is proud to be a
part of the forum to showcase its high-quality prevention product for medical professionals.

Soft Condoms, a french brand for intimate products specialised in hygienic and medical articles, will
join as an exhibitor at World Forum for Medicine on 13-16 November 2017.

The presence of Soft Condoms at MEDICA 2017 – World Forum for Medicine will be significant in
order to exchange discussion and showcase its innovations to medical professionals, helping the
medical sector to improve on sexual prevention as a whole.

Currently Soft Condoms manufactures a wide range of products: various condom types, water-based
or paraben-free lubricants, oral dams, as well as some latex-free condoms for people allergic to this
material. For medical professionals, Soft provides probe covers and ultrasound gel that comply with
specific standards.

Soft Condoms was established in 1989, with 28 years of expertise in sexual prevention products
well-know of its high-quality characteristics. Its product, Soft Invisible, was voted No. 1 of the best
condoms of the year 2016, on the french website LE ROI DE LA CAPOTE from the thinness, yet
durable quality.

Soft Condoms provides wide choices of condoms for both individuals and medical professionals. It
aims to offer the best quality at the best price, so that the condoms are publicly accessible as the
main tools to prevent STDs, and unplanned pregnancy.

See more details on Soft Condoms products at: https://www.softcondoms.com/condoms/en/shop/
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